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Rosie's off to her first ballet lesson! In her appealing red slippers, she learns the ballet steps, the
right way to bypass and jump, "plie" and "saute". better of all, Rosie and her buddies at school
examine what excellent enjoyable ballet can be. complete color.
Date: November 24th, 2014Author: Susan Hampshire; Illustrated through Maria Teresa
MeloniTitle: Rosie's Ballet SlippersPlot: Susan Hampshire's picture-book specializes in Rosie, a
Rosie's Ballet Slippers tender woman who's studying tips on how to develop into a ballerina.
Setting: Rosie's home; Ballet/Dance StudioCharacters: Rosie (main character); Rosie's mother;
Madame; Jasmine; pass over Melody; Chuck; Rudolph Point-of-View: Third-Person Theme:
Dance; Ballet; PracticeStyle: Narrative Picture-BookCopyright: 1996Notes: this might be a
pleasant ebook to have for a student's own domestic assortment simply because in my opinion,
the ebook in simple terms caters the curiosity of somebody that may like ballet specifically.
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